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Abstract: The characterization of the microstructure, morphology, topography, composition,
and physical and chemical properties of the coatings containing β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP)
particles deposited by the micro-arc oxidation (MAO) method on biodegradable Mg-0.8Ca alloy
has been performed. The electrolyte for the MAO process included the following components:
Na2 HPO4 ·12H2 O, NaOH, NaF, and β-Ca3 (PO4 )2 (β-TCP). The coating morphology, microstructure,
and compositions have been studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), and X-ray diffraction
(XRD). With increasing of the MAO voltage from 350 to 500 V, the coating thickness and surface
average roughness of the coatings increased linearly from 6 to 150 µm and from 2 to 8 µm, respectively.
The coating deposited at 350 V had more homogeneous porous morphology with numerous pores
similar by sizes (2–3 µm) than the coatings formed at 450–500 V. The β-TCP isometric particles
were included in the coating surface. The XRD recognized the amorphous-crystalline structure
in the coatings with incorporation of the following phases: β-TCP, α-TCP, MgO (periclase) and
hydroxyapatite (HA). The corrosion experiments showed that the biodegradation rate of the Mg-0.8Ca
alloy coated by calcium phosphates is almost 10 times less than that of uncoated alloy.
Keywords: micro-arc oxidation; calcium phosphate coating; β-tricalcium phosphate; magnesium alloy;
microstructure; corrosion resistance

1. Introduction
Metallic biomaterials are the most commonly used materials in the traumatology, orthopedics, dentistry,
and cardiology. Due to their good mechanical properties, metals and alloys have great advantages in
comparison with ceramics, polymers and polymer/ceramic composites [1]. However, common usage
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of metallic implants is limited by the necessity of revision surgery for implant recovery. In this case,
biodegradable materials and alloys that dissolve in the human organism are perspective biomaterials of
advanced generation [2,3]. The characteristic feature of biodegradable implants is their ability to support
the bone tissue regeneration during the degradation of the biomaterial and simultaneous replacement of
the implant through the surrounding tissue [4]. Biodegradable implants stabilize and support the healing
process temporarily and are dissolved by chemical and biological procedures in the body after healing,
which supersedes their removal [5].
Magnesium (Mg) and its alloys are classified as biodegradable materials and are promising for
medical implant engineering due to their biocompatibility, non-toxicity, mechanical properties and
biodegradation behavior [6–9]. The Mg elastic modulus (45 GPa) close to elastic modulus of human
bone (15–30 GPa) allows to minimize the stress shielding [3,10,11]. Due to sufficient biomechanical
properties and biodegradation ability, the Mg alloys are very perspective as materials for cardiovascular
stents. In the works [12,13] authors reported that biodegradable Mg stents can achieve an immediate
angiographic result similar to the result of other metal stents and can be safely degraded after 4 months.
Mg is a vital element necessary for biological processes including biomineralization and growth
of the bone tissue [5,9,14,15]. The corrosion products of Mg and its alloys are physiologically
beneficial. The Mg2+ ions are absorbed by the surrounding body tissue and excreted by urine
and other body fluids [16,17]. The requirement of biocompatibility and biosafety is very important
in the development of degradable biomaterials. Mg-Ca alloy has received considerable attention
as an emerging biodegradable implant material due to the absence of non-toxic elements, high
biocompatibility, sufficient mechanical strength and density. Also, Mg alloyed by Ca which is a
base component of human bones and essential element for biochemical interaction with cells improves
the bioactive properties of alloy and intensifies the calcium interaction into bones [18,19]. In the
review [20] authors noticed beneficial biological properties of Mg-Ca alloys in the studies in vivo.
Unfortunately, the problem of Mg and its alloys is the uncontrolled rate of their degradation.
Gu et al. in the review [14] noticed that 54 wt % amount of Mg–Mn–Zn alloy implant degraded in vivo
after 18 weeks, and this period is too short to provide sufficient mechanical property for fracture
fixation. Also, the accelerated biodegradation of Mg alloys can initiate the generation of a large volume
of hydrogen gas in the body fluids. The hydrogen released thereby causes an alkalization (pH increase)
of the surrounding tissue and possibly induces apoptosis and necrosis of tissue cells [20,21].
Surface modification can improve the corrosion resistance of Mg alloys and decrease their
degradation rate [22,23]. Several techniques for biocoatings deposition have been investigated
to improve the corrosion resistance of Mg and its alloys, such as micro-arc oxidation (MAO),
electrochemical deposition, sol-gel, hydrothermal deposition, plasma spraying, RF-magnetron
sputtering, etc. The MAO, also called plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) or plasma-chemical
oxidation (PCO), is the most technologically advanced method that allows to form on the Mg
and its alloys the bioactive calcium phosphate (CaP) coatings with a wide range of physical and
chemical properties, different crystallinity, thickness of hundreds micrometers, roughness and
porosity [24–31]. The MAO method allows controlling and varying the coating properties, structure
and composition by changing electrical parameters of the process (voltage, current density, etc.),
the electrolyte composition, and type of the substrate material (Ti, Nb, Zr, Mg, etc.) [24,25,28,32–34].
Generally, the researchers have implemented the MAO processing of valve metals in electrolytic
true solutions for production of biocoatings. However, our previous works [32–34] and works
of another authors [35–39] showed that the usage of electrolytic suspension with incorporation
of nanoparticles of CaP compounds, in particular, hydroxyapatite (HA), promotes to form the
thick (~100 µm) coatings with developed surface and the unique complex of electrochemical and
biological properties. Recently, Santos et al. [38] demonstrated the one-step fabrication of a novel
graphene oxide/HA nanoparticles/phosphate coating for better biocompatibility and osteointegration
of ultrahigh-purity Mg implant. Sreekanth and Rameshbabu [39] showed that modification of AZ31
Mg alloy using MgO/HA composite coating through the combination of PEO and electrophoretic
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deposition techniques resulted in a significant enhancement of the magnesium alloy corrosion
resistance. Unfortunately, research insufficiently focuses on investigations of biocoatings deposited by
MAO method in electrolytic suspension with addition of another CaP compounds, such as β-tricalcium
phosphate (β-TCP) known as more dissoluble compound than HA and demonstrated an excellent
biocompatibility. So, Kazek-K˛esik et al. [36,37] showed that modification of Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Mo
alloys by PEO method via addition of β-TCP, wollastonite or silica powders in electrolyte solutions
improved alloy corrosion resistance in physiological fluid.
In this case, modification of biodegradable Mg-0.8Ca alloy using the MAO in electrolytes with
β-TCP particles addition for improving its biocompatibility and corrosion resistance is a novel actual
task of medical materials science. The developed CaP coatings can be applied for manufacturing of
medical biodegradable implants and devices (fixators, screws, plates, scaffolds) from Mg alloys for
orthopedic and cardiology applications.
Thus, the study is aimed to produce the coatings with β-TCP particles incorporation by
MAO method on biodegradable Mg-0.8Ca alloy and characterize their microstructure, morphology,
topography, composition, physical and electrochemical properties.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample Preparation
Magnesium alloy Mg–0.8 wt % Ca (Mg) used as substrate material was developed at Helmholtz
Zentrum Geesthacht (Hamburg, Germany). The alloy was produced by permanent mold direct chill
casting [40]. Pure magnesium was molten in a mild steel crucible that was coated with hexagonal
BN at 720 ◦ C under a cover gas mixture of argon and sulfur hexafluoride. Pure calcium was added,
and the melt was stirred for 30 min at 150 rpm prior to casting the molten material into a BN-coated
mild-steel mold (preheated to 620 ◦ C). Then the melt was placed into a holding furnace and was kept
at 720 ◦ C for 1 h in the protective gas atmosphere of argon. The steel mold containing the magnesium
melt was immersed into cooling water at the rate of 10 mm/s. When the bottom of the steel mold
touched the water, it stopped for 1 s. Solidification was complete when the water level outside the
mold was at the same height as the solidifying metal inside the mold and the ingots were machined to
the given geometry.
Experimental samples 10 × 10 × 1 mm3 from Mg alloy were ground by silicon–carbide sandpaper
No. 1200 grit, and cleaned ultrasonically in acetone and alcohol mixture for 10 min. The average
roughness (Ra) of the samples was 0.3–0.5 µm. In order to realize the MAO method for deposition of
coatings, the Micro–Arc 3.0 installation was used as in the previous works [32–34]. The installation
consists of pulsed power source, galvanic bath with water cooling system, molybdenum electrodes,
and personal computer with Micro–Arc 3.0 software for the MAO process controlling. The electrolyte
solution included following components, g/L: Na2 HPO4 ·12H2 O, 10–30; NaOH, 3–5; NaF, 1.5–3;
β-Ca3 (PO4 )2 (β-TCP), 10–30. NaF was added into the electrolyte for the formation of MgF2 passive
film on the Mg alloy that protects the alloy from dissolution during the initial period of MAO process
as described in [17].
The MAO process was carried out using the anodic potentiostatic regime with the following
parameters: pulse frequency of 50 Hz, pulse duration of 100 µs. The pulsed voltage was varied in the
range of 350–500 V and the process duration was varied from 5 to 10 min.
2.2. Experimental Methods
The morphology and microstructure of the CaP coatings on the Mg-0.8Ca alloy were examined by
scanning with electron microscopy (SEM 515 Philips, Tomsk Regional Common Use Center at National
Research Tomsk State University, Tomsk, Russia) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL
JEM–2100, “Nanotech” Common Use Center at Institute of Strength Physics and Materials Science SB
RAS, Tomsk, Russia). The elemental composition of the coatings was studied using energy-dispersive
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X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), in combination with the SEM systems. The size of structural elements of
the coatings was measured by the secant method according to ASTM E1382–9 and DD ENV 1071-5.
The number of secants was 50 per each specimen.
The surface roughness was estimated with a Hommel–Etamic T1000 profilometer (Jenoptik,
National Research Tomsk Polytechnic University, Tomsk, Russia) by the average roughness (Ra).
The traverse length and rate of the measured profile were 6 mm and 0.5 mm/s, respectively.
The phase composition was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD, DRON–7, “Nanotech”
Common Use Center, Tomsk, Russia) in the angular range of 2θ = 10–90◦ with a scan step of 0.02◦ with
Co. Kα radiation. Interpretation of XRD-patterns and phase identification were performed using the
powder database of Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standarts (JCPDS).
2.3. Evaluation of the Corrosion Behavior of the CaP Coated and Uncoated Mg Alloy
For evaluation of the corrosion behavior of the CaP coatings and Mg alloy each specimen was
immersed into the 250 mL 0.9% NaCl solution at the temperature of 37 ◦ C for 24 h five times, and the
evolved hydrogen volume was recorded as described in [6]. By the controlling of the volume of
the evolved hydrogen it is possible to measure the rate of sample degradation as a function of the
immersion time [4]. The photos of the system for collection of evolved hydrogen are shown in
Figure 1. In the thermostatic system the glass funnel over the specimen collected the volume of
evolved hydrogen gas. A glass tube over the funnel was filled with 0.9% NaCl solution. The volume
of evolved hydrogen was measured every 24 h. The hydrogen liberation is related to the dissolution of
magnesium according to the reactions (1) and (2):
Mg + 2H2 O = Mg(OH)2 + H2 ,

(1)

Mg + H2 O = MgO + H2

(2)

Figure 1. Photos of the system for evaluation of hydrogen liberation.

The magnesium mass was calculated by the formula:
m=

p · V ( H2 ) · M
,
R·T

(3)

where m is the Mg mass released into NaCl solution; T is the temperature of the thermostat (310 K); p
is the normal atmospheric pressure (101.3 kPa); R is the universal gas constant (8.31 J/mol·K); M is the
Mg molar mass; V is the volume of evolved hydrogen.
2.4. Electrochemical Studies
Electrochemical properties of the surface layers were investigated using Versa STAT MC system
(Princeton Applied Research, Oak Ridge, TN, USA). Measurements were carried out in a three-electrode
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cell K0235 with 0.9% NaCl aqueous solution used as an electrolyte. A platinum coated niobium mesh
was used as a counter electrode. The K0265 Ag/AgCl electrode was used as a reference electrode.
The exposed sample surface area was equal to 0.5 cm2 . Prior to the electrochemical measurements,
the samples were kept in the solution for 60 min at open circuit potential (OCP) in order to reach the
steady state.
Linear polarization resistance experiment was conducted starting from −30 mV till 30 mV vs. OCP
at a scan rate of 0.167 mV/s. Polarization resistance, Rp , was calculated from the linear potential-current
density plot as the Rp = ∆E/∆j, as recommended in [41]. Potentiodynamic polarization curves were
recorded at the scan rate of 1 mV/s, which is typical for Mg alloys instead of 0.167 mV/s [42].
The Levenberg–Marquardt (LEV) method was used to fit the experimental polarization curve (potential,
E, vs. current density, j) by the following equation:
j = jC (10(E−EC )/βa + 10−(E−EC )/βc ),

(4)

which gives best fit values of corrosion potential, EC and corrosion current density, jC [43,44].
For the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements, a sinusoidal perturbation
signal with amplitude rms of 10 mV was used. Impedance spectra were acquired in the frequency
range from 0.1 MHz to 0.01 Hz with logarithmic sweep (10 points per decade) at OCP. The experiments
were controlled and analyzed with an aid of Versa STUDIO Software v.2.20.4631 (Princeton Applied
Research, Oak Ridge, TN, USA), ZView v.35d and CorrView v.35d software (Scribner Associates,
Southern Pines, NC, USA). Each experiment was carried out on three different samples.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Regularities of Formation of the CaP Coatings on the Mg Alloy
Usually, researchers [21,22,28,29] carry out the MAO process using a potentiodynamic regime
with the constant current density. In presented work, the CaP coating deposition was carried out
using the anode potentiostatic regime under the fixed voltages [32–34]. In this case, the current density
decreased during the MAO process due to the growth of dielectric CaP coatings as shown in Figure 2.
In addition, it is seen that the initial current density increases from 0.13 to 0.5 A/cm2 with increasing
of the voltage from 350 to 500 V. Character of the curves with the presence of the current density steps
is connected with applied pulse voltage to the anode.

Figure 2. Current density with time of the micro-arc oxidation (MAO) process for deposition of CaP
coatings on Mg alloy under different voltages.

The thickness and surface roughness (Ra) of CaP coatings on Mg alloy increase linearly from
20 to 150 µm and from 2 to 8 µm, respectively, with increasing of the MAO voltage (Figure 3).
Such regularities are associated with increasing of the micro-arc discharge intensity and of the coating
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deposition rate. Also, we are sure, that the incorporation of micro-dispersed β-TCP powder in the
electrolyte promotes to a more intensive growth of the CaP coatings. The increase in MAO process
duration from 5 to 10 min leads to the increase of the coating thickness and surface roughness,
particularly, under the high pulsed voltage of 500 V.

Figure 3. The thickness (a) and roughness Ra (b) of the CaP coatings against the MAO voltage.

3.2. Morphology of the CaP Coatings on the Mg Alloy
Figure 4 illustrates the SEM micrographs of the cross-sectional CaP coatings. The coatings with
the thickness of 20–30 µm deposited at the voltage of 350 V have a dense structure and include separate
round pores 2.0–3.0 µm in sizes (Figure 4a). The increase of the MAO voltage from 450 to 500 V leads
to the formation of thick coatings (40–80 µm) included numerous pores 2–5 µm in sizes (Figure 4b,c).

Figure 4. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of the cross-sectional CaP coatings
deposited under different MAO voltages, V: (a) −350; (b) −450; (c) −500.

SEM micrographs in Figure 5a–c show the surface of the CaP coatings deposited on Mg alloy
under voltages of 350, 450 and 500 V. The discrete isometric-shaped particles of 1.5–3.0 µm in sizes
randomly distributed on the coating surface are observed (Figure 5a–c). We suppose these particles
correspond to the β-TCP because the sizes and shape of these particles are identical to that of β-TCP
powder particles shown in Figure 5d. It should be noted, that such particles are not observed within the
CaP coatings (Figure 4). Potentially, the β-TCP particles transported from electrolyte to the coating are
decomposed and transformed to other CaP compounds under the action of initial powerful micro-arc
discharges at high temperatures. Then, with increasing time, the intensity of discharge sparks reduces
(Figure 2), and β-TCP particles deposit on the coating surface without destruction.
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Figure 5. SEM micrographs of the surface of the CaP coatings deposited under different voltages (a–c)
and of the β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) particles (d).

Furthermore, it is seen that the coating deposited at lower voltage of 350 V includes the
numerous round-shaped micro-pores homogeneously distributed throughout the surface (Figure 5a).
With increasing of the voltage from 450 to 500 V the pore structure became irregular. A large amount of
the small pores of 1.5–4.0 µm in sizes are observed in the coating. At the same time, round or elliptical
shaped large pores or cavities appear in these coatings. This is explained by merging of the smaller
pores (Figure 5b,c).
From histograms (Figure 6), we can see that with increasing applied voltage from 350 to 450 V
the pore average size decreases from 5.6 to 3.8 µm (Figure 6a,b). However, subsequent increase in
the voltage from 450 to 500 V leads to the increase of the pore average size to 5.9 µm (Figure 6c).
This behavior is as a result of changing coating surface morphology independent on MAO voltage and
current density. In Figure 2, we can see the decrease of the current density for the initial 2 min of the
MAO process due to the formation of the dielectric coating. After this, the current density decreases
to minimal constant value until the end of the MAO process. At 350–400 V the current density has
minimal value of 0.05 A/cm2 (Figure 2). In this case, small micro-arc discharges initiate formation
of the numerous round-shaped micro-pores with average size of 5.6 µm homogeneously distributed
throughout the coating surface (Figure 5a). Then, increase in the voltage to 450 V leads to the increase
of the current density to 0.07 A/cm2 (Figure 2) and, as consequently, of the temperature in the channels
of micro-arc discharges. The reprecipitation of CaP substance inside and near the pores is observed
(Figure 5b) and the pores average size decrease to 3.8 µm. Finally, the increase in applied voltage from
450 to 500 V is attended with current density growth to 0.12 A/cm2 and initiates formation of the large
pores with average size of 5.9 µm (Figure 5c). The formation of large pores occurs at the expense of
the smaller ones due to the action of cascades of intensive micro-arc discharges inside a local region.
These results match with results of Gu et al. [45] showed that with increasing of the applied voltage
the large number of randomly shaped and sized pores were formed in the MAO coatings.
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Figure 6. The histograms of the pore distribution by sizes for CaP coatings deposited under different
MAO voltages, V: (a) −350; (b) −450; (c) −500.

3.3. Structured–Phase and Elemental Compositions of the CaP Coatings on the Mg Alloy
EDX analysis identified the heterogenic concentration and distribution of the O, F, Mg, P and Ca
elements throughout the coating surface and thickness (Figure 7). It is revealed that the maximal Ca
and P concentrations and, as consequently, maximal Ca/P ratio are detected in the coating surface
regions with accumulation of β-TCP particles for the coatings deposited at 350 V.

Figure 7. SEM micrographs of the top surface (a) and cross-sectional CaP coatings (b,c) deposited at
450 V for 5 min and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) mapping of the elemental distribution
within the coatings (d–h).
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With increase in the voltage to 500 V, the Ca/P ratio in these regions decreases from the 1.7 to 1.0
(Figure 7a). In opposition, the Ca/P ratio in the coating surface areas without β-TCP particles increases
from 0.7 to 0.9 (Figure 7b). It can be explained by the partial dissolution and transformation of β-TCP
particles in the powerful high temperature micro-arc discharges under the high voltages.
Figure 7c–h shows the EDX mapping of the element distribution throughout the CaP coating
thickness. The highest Mg and F concentrations are detected in the inner coating layer corresponding
to the formed oxide film MgO and MgF2 (Figure 7b,f,h). In opposition, the Ca and P are localized
mainly in middle and outer coating layers (Figure 7b,d,e) because of CaP compounds deposition
from electrolyte.
The XRD (Figure 8) reveals the presence in the coatings of following phases: β-Ca3 (PO4 )2
(β-TCP); α-Ca3 (PO4 ) (α-TCP); MgO—periclase; Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)2 hydroxyapatite (HA); Mg.
Reflexes corresponding to Mg substrate are observed in XRD patterns of thin coatings (20–40 µm)
(Figure 3a) deposited at voltages of 350–450 V. The HA phase appears in the coatings formed at
voltages of 450–500 V. We suppose, that in high temperature micro-arc discharges under the high
applied voltages the β-TCP partially destruct and transform to HA. Song et al. [46] also showed that
the dicalcium phosphate dehydrate and β-TCP contained in the coating on AZ91D Mg alloy were
transformed into HA after immersion of the coating in NaOH solution. In addition to crystalline
phases, the diffusion halo is observed in XRD patterns in the angles 2θ = 10◦ –45◦ . It indicates the
presence of amorphous phase in the coatings. The phase of MgF2 is not identified in the coatings
because its content in the surface layer is low.

Figure 8. XRD patterns of the CaP coatings deposited on Mg-0.8Ca under different voltages for 5 min.
β–β-Ca3 (PO4 )2 , α–α-Ca3 (PO4 )2 , HA–Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)2 , P–MgO (periclase), Mg—magnesium.

Figure 9 shows the bright field (BF) TEM images and selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns for
fragments of CaP coatings. Numerous pinpoint reflexes corresponding to different phases are revealed
in the SAD patterns. The SAD pattern indication shows the presence in the CaP coating formed at
400 V of following phases: β-TCP with rhombohedral lattice (reflexes with high intensity), JCPDS
No. 09-0169; α-TCP with monoclinic lattice (reflexes with mid intensity), JCPDS No. 09-0348; MgO
(periclase) with cubic lattice (reflexes with low intensity), JCPDS No 45-0946 (Figure 9a). HA with
hexagonal lattice (reflexes with mid and low intensity), JCPDS No. 09-0432, and β-TCP are found in
the fragments of CaP coatings deposited at a high voltage of 500 V. These results are consistent with
the XRD data (Figure 8).
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Figure 9. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) bright field (BF) images and selected area diffraction
(SAD) patterns of the fragments of the CaP coatings deposited for 5 min under different MAO voltages
(V): (a) −400; (b) −500; α-TCP–α; β-TCP–β.

We assume that with increasing of the MAO voltage and, consequently, of the temperature in
micro-arc discharges, the β-TCP → α-TCP transformation occurs. The partial dissolution of α-TCP
and the formation of HA can take place in the alkaline medium of the electrolyte. It is known, that at
the temperature above 1125 ◦ C β-TCP is transformed into a high-temperature α-TCP phase. At room
temperature, β-TCP is more stable and less soluble phase in water than α-TCP. In addition, α-TCP is
more reactive in aqueous systems and can be hydrolyzed to Ca-deficient hydroxyapatite (CDHA) [47].
Furthermore, HA can be obtained from aqueous solutions containing Ca2+ and PO4 3+ at relatively
high 10–11 pH and elevated temperatures [47].
3.4. Corrosion Behavior Comparison of the CaP Coated and Uncoated Mg Alloys
The evaluation of corrosion behavior of uncoated and CaP coated Mg alloy as evolved hydrogen
volume and releasing Mg mass functions of the immersion time in 0.9% NaCl solution is shown in
Figure 10. Evolved hydrogen bubbles were observed on the surface of the uncoated and CaP coated
plates after 1-day and 2-day immersion, respectively.

Figure 10. Volume of evolved hydrogen (a) and the mass of released magnesium into 0.9% NaCl
solution (b) with time.

After 8-day immersion the volume of the evolved hydrogen for the uncoated and CaP coated
samples were 26.0 mL and 3.2 mL, respectively. In this case, the masses of released Mg into the 0.9%
NaCl solution for the uncoated and CaP coated samples were 23.8 mg and 2.9 mg, correspondently.
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Thus, the biodegradation rate of the CaP coated Mg alloy is almost 10 times less than that of the bare
Mg alloy.
3.5. Electrochemical Properties of the CaP Coated and Uncoated Mg Alloy
The potentiodynamic polarization curves of the samples are shown in Figure 11. In the examined
range of potentials, the curve for the bare magnesium alloy has the form, which characterizes
this metal [48]. After the cathodic part of the curve 1 in Figure 11 a breakdown of the natural
oxide/hydroxide film occurs with the corresponding sharp increase in the values of the current density
with the development of the corrosive process by the heterogeneous mechanism. Polarization curves
of samples with MAO-coatings are located substantially in the zone of lower currents if compared to
the curve for bare alloy. In the active region, the current reduction is, depending on the conditions
of production and the thickness of the coatings, from two to ten times in comparison with the bare
alloy. The calculated values of electrochemical parameters are presented in Table 1. It is seen, that the
coating corrosion potential decreases with increasing applied voltage. In case of a coated metal, when a
coating is heterogeneous in chemical composition and possesses a complex morphology, electropositive
potential does not always point at the high corrosion resistance. The corrosion potential in our case is
determined by electrochemical and sorption/desorption processes at the «coated sample/electrolyte»
interface, with the release of cations and anions in the solution with a corresponding change of the
corrosion potential of the studied samples. In this case, the decrease of the coating corrosion potential
can be associated with a phase transition from β-TCP to α-TCP in the coatings when the applied
voltage increases. α-TCP is more soluble in aqueous systems and can interact with the NaCl solution,
that can be the reason for the reducing corrosion potential of the coating.

Figure 11. Potentiodynamic polarization curves obtained in 0.9% NaCl for: 1—bare Mg alloy; 2—CaP
coated Mg (350 V, 10 min); 3—CaP coated Mg (450 V, 10 min).
Table 1. Electrochemical parameters of the samples.
Sample

EC ,
V (Ag/AgCl)

jC ,
A cm−2

Rp ,
Ω cm2

|Z|f→0 Hz ,
Ω cm2

1
2
3

−1.35
−1.58
−1.65

7.0 × 10−6
1.8 × 10−6
7.2 × 10−7

4.3 × 103
2.0 × 104
4.6 × 104

2.0 × 102
1.5 × 104
6.1 × 104

Electrochemical measurements, which were carried out using electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy, fully confirm the data obtained by potentiodynamic polarization. Figure 12 shows
the results of impedance measurements in the form of Bode plot (the impedance modulus |Z|
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Figure 12a and the phase angle theta Figure 12b on the frequency dependencies). The bends on the
phase angle versus frequency dependence for the uncoated sample are due to the presence of a thin
film of natural oxide/hydroxide on the sample surface. The value of the impedance modulus in the
low-frequency region is equal to |Z|f→0 Hz = 2.0 × 102 Ω cm2 and characterizes the material as very
active and requiring protection.

Figure 12. Impedance modulus vs. frequency dependencies (a) and phase angle theta vs. frequency
dependencies (b) obtained in 0.9% NaCl for: 1—bare Mg alloy; 2—CaP coated Mg (350 V, 10 min);
3—CaP coated Mg (450 V, 10 min).

Sample 3 possesses the highest protective properties among the studied samples. The impedance
modulus at low frequency for this sample is more than an order of magnitude higher than that for bare
magnesium alloy. The values of the phase angle for the time constant in the high-frequency region on
the phase angle versus frequency dependence characterize the investigated samples as having rough
and convoluted surface. The estimated levels of barrier properties of the studied samples are directly
related to the thicknesses and the phase composition of the deposited layers. The thicker coatings
formed under process voltage of 450 V provide higher protection. In addition, these coatings contain
HA with a higher corrosion resistance than TCP.
4. Conclusions
The study of the microstructure, morphology, topography, composition, and physical and chemical
properties of the CaP coatings containing β-TCP particles deposited by the MAO method under varied
voltages of 350–500 V on biodegradable Mg alloy was performed. The following conclusions are drawn
from the study results:
1.

2.

With increasing of the MAO voltage from 350 to 500 V the intensity of micro-arc discharges
increases, so the thickness and surface roughness (Ra) of CaP coatings on Mg alloy increase
linearly from 6 to 150 µm and from 2.0 to 8.0 µm, respectively.
The maximal Ca and P concentrations and, as consequently, maximal Ca/P ratio are detected in
the surface regions with accumulation of isometric β-TCP particles for the coatings deposited
at 350 V. With increase in the voltage to 500 V, the Ca/P ratio in these regions decreases from
1.7 to 1.0 and the Ca/P ratio in the coating surface area without β-TCP particles increases from
0.7 to 0.9. It is associated with partial dissolution and transformation of β-TCP particles in the
powerful high temperature micro-arc discharges fields under the high voltages.
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3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
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The coatings deposited at 350 V have homogeneous porous morphology and structure with
micro-pores close in size (1.5–3.0 µm). The formation of large pores occurred at higher voltages
of 450–500 V at the expense of the smaller ones.
The β-Ca3 (PO4 )2 , α-Ca3 (PO4 )2 and MgO crystalline phases are formed in the coatings deposited
at the MAO voltages of 350–400 V. β-TCP is partially transformed into a high-temperature α-TCP
phase during the MAO process. The increase of the voltage to 450–500 V leads to the partial
dissolution of α-TCP with formation of HA phase in the coatings.
The biodegradation rate of the CaP coated Mg alloy is almost 10 times less than uncoated alloy.
The potentiodynamic polarization data have shown the reduction of the corrosion current of CaP
coated Mg alloy in comparison to the uncoated alloy. This reduction for the coatings deposited
at 350 and 450 V was 2 and 10 times, correspondingly. This is due to the change of the phase
composition and the growth of the coating thickness.
The levels of barrier properties of the studied samples estimated by the electrochemical
measurements are directly related to the thicknesses and the phase composition of the deposited
layers, the thicker coatings containing hydroxyapatite provide the higher protection.
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